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LOCATION AND PROXIMITY TO THE NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (NCR)

TRAINING AVAILABILITY
PTC facilities and equipment are available on short notice, and with sufficient availability to
Training
(24
x
7
x
365)
conduct training seven (7) days per week, during both day and night hours with zero driving,
Availability
(24x7x365)
shooting or flying restrictions.

The training area includes everything
PTC facilities and equipment are
required for tac tical training. The
available on short notice, and
750 -acre
compound
PTC’s training facilities are designed
with client
privacy incomprises
mind. PTC has
with suﬃcient availability to
Client
eight
(8)
live-ﬁre
ranges,
a
6,000
sq the
a private entrance and private venues for customers that require
conduct training seven (7) days
Privacy
ft state-of-the-art live-ﬁre shoot
utmost
security
per week, during
both day
and for their tactics, techniques and procedures.
house, a demolition range, a
night hours with zero driving,
large force-on-force combat
shooting or ﬂying restrictions.
area comprising several types
Location and
The PTC is easily accessible by major highways from the
Washington DC
of buildings and shooting
Proximity to the
Northern Virginia area. PTC isvenues,
within a 120-mile
of
a pavedradius
1.5-mile
National Capital
CLIENT PRIVACY
Washington, DC.
training track, a 400' x 400'
Region (NCR)
skid pad (wet or dry), a
PTC’s training facilities are
2.6-mile unimproved roads
Within a 120 mile radius
designed with client privacy in
miles ofcovering
oﬀ-roading
Large, diverse, highly-trainedcourse,
staff of 12
instructors
of Washington D.C.
mind. PTC has a private entrance
Training
venues,
a
helicopter
landing
multiple disciplines with ability to accommodate requirements
Cadre
and private venues for customers
zone, and classrooms equipped
of virtually any DoD or Federal Agency.
that require the utmost security
with audio visual
equipment,
for their tactics, techniques and
computers and dry-erase boards.
PTC has the ability to support a training environment without restriction due to time
Unrestricted
procedures.

Training
Environment

of day or night, duration of training, noise or adverse interaction with the general public or
municipalities.
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Capabilities Matrix:

Administrative, Training and Support Facilities

Administrative, Training and Support Facilities /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Administrative
Classroom &
Office Space

Living
Accommodations

Living
Accommodations
(Commercial)

PTC provides three separate locations on the training center with
multiple customer office spaces suitable for 12-15 instructors at
each location, for use as work and classroom preparation space.

PTC provides a community of 18 townhomes in Moorefield WV for
exclusive use by the training center students and instructors. The
townhomes are just a 10-minute ride from the training facility under
normal commuting conditions. Townhome accommodations include:
2 Bedrooms, 1.5 baths, and each with a full kitchen, living room and
laundry room. All houses and townhouses have phones, wireless
internet and cable TV.

Within 8 minutes of the training center is the South Branch Inn in
Moorefield WV, comprising 100 guest rooms, with queen and king
beds. All rooms are non-smoking, and have hi-speed internet cable,
TV/Free HBO, and guest laundry facilities.

The PTC Bivouac area consists of a vast wooded area.

Bivouac Area

This venue is perfect for survival training focusing on shelter
building, fire building, signaling and light trapping.
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Capabilities Matrix:

Administrative, Training and Support Facilities
Administrative Training and Support Facilities (continued)

Food/Beverage
Services

Food and beverage service is provided on-site at the dining
facility (DFAC), serving three meals a day. The DFAC can also
provide extra late-night meals to accommodate class schedules
if requested in advance. Meals are consistent with US Military
standards for nutrition, calorie content, and variety. Dining
throughput is approximately 100-120 people per meal period.

General Purpose,
Climate Controlled
Classroom Space
Suitable for up to
30 Students and
Located on Campus

PTC provides a 120 Man Classroom (privacy wall capable of
partitioning into (4) 30-Man Classrooms), a 50-man classroom,
and three (3) 35-man classrooms. All are general-purpose,
climate controlled classroom spaces suitable for up to 30
students and located on the training campus. Classrooms are
configured with a computer, projector and screen for the
presentation of visual training aids.

Climate
Controlled
Classroom Space
Adjacent to a
Driving Track(s)

PTC has climate controlled classroom space, configured with a

Climate
Controlled
Classroom Space
Adjacent to the
Firearms Range(s)

PTC has climate controlled classroom space, configured with a

computer, projector, and screen for the presentation of visual
training aids, located adjacent to the 1.5 mile driving track, and
the 2.6 mile rally course (unimproved surface), which is suitable
for up to 30 students.

computer, projector, and screen for the presentation of visual
training aids, located adjacent to the firearms ranges, and which
is suitable for up to 25 students.
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Administrative, Training and Support Facilities

Administrative Training and Support Facilities (continued)

Padded Mat Room
for Defensive
Tactics Training

Navigable Wooded
Terrain Area of
No Less than 10
Square Miles

PTC provides a padded MAT room for defensive tactics training
capable of supporting 20 students.

The PTC facility itself is 750 acres, the vast majority of which is
navigable wooded terrain. Surrounding the facility is abundant
additional navigable wooded terrain available to the training
center, easily greater than 10 square miles, to conduct
enhanced training (see 10-square mile grid at right).

PTC supports multiple land navigation lanes, from beginner map

Land Navigation
Lanes

and compass work to advanced multiple point problems. PTC
has the terrain and lanes to challenge even the most
experienced personnel.

Safety-Rated
60’ Multilevel
Shooting Platform;
with Rappel Tower

PTC has a 60’ multi-purpose tower that has a 20’, 40’, and 60’
covered shooting platform. It also includes a rappelling station,
fast roping station for training and lowering techniques, hook
and climb station, and a 20’ cargo net.
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Capabilities Matrix:

Driving Tracks
Driving Tracks ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

High Speed
Paved Track

Skid Pad /
Auto Cross

Unimproved /
Off-Road Track

PTC provides a U.S. Department of State Compliant high-speed
driving track measuring at 1.5 miles in length, with multiple turns
and changes in elevation of approximately 500’ over the length
of the track. The track is capable of reaching speeds in excess
of 90 MPH. This venue is available for force on force and
scenario based training events with zero pyrotechnic restrictions.

PTC provides a 400 x 400 foot skid pad capable of having water
applied rapidly across the surface to induce skids in sedans and SUV’s.

PTC provides a 2.6 mile unimproved driving track suitable for
training personnel in high speed driving techniques on
unimproved roads. The track has various elevation changes of
approximately 200’ over the length of the track, various surface
compositions, ruts, mud holes, etc., to simulate driving on third
world unimproved roads.

PTC provides 12+ miles of off road driving trail(s) with various

Off-Road
Driving Trail(s)

obstacles, steep grades and descents, areas for vehicle recovery &
extraction. This venue offers unique driving challenges, many which
require extensive winch and recovery methods to negotiate.

Vehicle Obstacle
Course

PTC provides a 30-acre area comprising numerous vehicle
obstacles of varied and increasing difficulty.
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Vehicles and Maintenance

Vehicles and Maintenance //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

High Speed
Training Vehicles

Replacement
Replacement
and Back-Up
and Back-Up
Vehicles
Vehicles

Dedicated
Maintenance
Facilities

PTC provides sufficient high speed training vehicles to accommodate
simultaneous driving events (high-speed driving, unimproved course,
off-road course, skid pad & obstacle course) consisting of 30 students.

PTC provides sufficient back up vehicles to replace damaged /
inoperable
vehicles
immediately
in casestoofreplace
vehicledamaged
failure on/
PTC provides
sufficient
back up vehicles
any of the driving
venues
(high-speed
driving,
unimproved
inoperable
vehicles
immediately
in cases
of vehicle
failure on
course,
off-road
course,
pad & obstacle
course).
any of the
driving
venuesskid
(high-speed
driving,
unimproved

PTC has a dedicated maintenance facility and staff to assure
furnished training vehicles are road worthy and safe, with ASE
Certified mechanics.
PTC’s maintenance facility is fully-staffed during all driving training
events, and is located adjacent to the 1.5 mile track and 2.6 mile
rally course. This venue is also available for use in cases of vehicle
commandeering, battle damage repair (BDR) and general vehicle
maintenance classes.
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Firearms Venues
Firearms Venues /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
50-Yard Outdoor
Pistol Ranges

PTC has two (2) 50-yard outdoor pistol ranges rated for all
calibers up to and including 7.62 mm. One of the ranges
boasts a 50 meter clear span cover for all weather use.

100-yard Outdoor
Firearms Ranges

PTC has two (2) 100-yard outdoor firearms ranges rated for all

Multi-level
Shooting Platform
at 20’, 40’ and 60’ on
800+ Meter Outdoor
Firearms Range

PTC has an Multi-level Shooting Platform, with 20’, 40’, and 60’

200-yard and 300yard Outdoor
Firearms Ranges
50-yard Outdoor
Covered Range

calibers up to and including 7.62 mm.

platforms on 800+ meter outdoor firearms range capable of safely
supporting heavy weapons training and rated for calibers up to and
including .50 caliber, 40mm grenade, and 12.7X109mm to include tracer
fire. Upon special consideration by PTC, other distances are available.

PTC has a 200-yard and a 300-yard outdoor range rated, for all
calibers up to and including 7.62 mm

PTC provides a 50-yard outdoor covered range, rated for all calibers
up to and including 7.62 mm

PTC has a true 360-degree range capable of safe firing in a full

360-Degree Range

360-degree arc and safely supporting react to contact, break out and
rollover drills rated for all calibers up to and including 7.62 mm.
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Firearms Venues
Firearms Venues (continued)
PTC provides a 6,000+ Sq/ft Two-story Live Fire Shoot House fully separable
into three houses for simultaneous use with the following specifications:
1. M
 oveable interior walls configurable to replicate center/corner fed rooms,
L, T, and X intersections;
2. Different width stairways and hallways;
3. Multiple entry points;
4. A
 catwalk above all floors so that all hallways and rooms are observable
from above; Rooms covered by second story supported by full motion video.
5. The ability to change/modify lighting;

Live Fire Two-Story
Shoot House

6. T
 he capability to support any distraction devices and calibers up to and
including 7.62mm;
7. Replaceable mechanical /shotgun/explosive breachable doors;
8. The ability to support night fire;
9. T
 unnel approach with changeable (torch, saw, explosive, mechanical) entry
grate and floor entry points;
10. Fully climbable balcony that will support hook and climb;
11. Live Fire Stairwells and Three-Story live fire elevator shaft;
12. After Action trailer with full playback and recording of all house runs;
13. H
 ouses separated by blast panels provide full ballistic protection from
other users.

Explosives/
Post Blast
Analysis Range

PTC’s demolition range is fully State Department & DoD compliant with an
armored viewing station. This range can support up to 2 lbs N.E.W. TNT
Equivalent blasts. Larger shots may be possible with advance notice.
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Combat Town Venues
Combat Town Venues ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
One-Story NonLethal Shoot House

Two-Story NonLethal Shoot House

Embassy /
Classroom NonLethal Complex

PTC provides a 1400 sq ft one-story non-lethal shoot house.
The facility is rated for non-lethal Simunition® man marking rounds,
UTM® man marking rounds, and 63-caliber paintball rounds.

PTC provides a 3500 sq ft two-story non-lethal shoot house.
The facility is rated for non-lethal Simunition® man marking rounds,
UTM® man marking rounds, and 63-caliber paintball rounds.

PTC provides a 3100 sq ft non-lethal Embassy-style shoot house.
The facility is rated for non-lethal Simunition® man marking rounds,
UTM® man marking rounds, and 63-caliber paintball rounds.

PTC provides mock urban area/buildings in a 24-acre area, near the
road track, that is capable of supporting small unit tactics, force
on force (non-lethal training rounds), MOUT and SOUC. This facility
consists of over 30,000 sq. ft. of distinct Force-on- Force building
clusters (1,2, and 3-story compounds), and a rural marketplace. The
Force-on-Force compounds provide:

Mock Urban
Area/Buildings

1. F
 ixed and moveable interior walls configurable to replicate center/
corner fed rooms, L, T, and X intersections;
2. Different width stairways, hallways and passageways;
3. Multiple entry points;
4. Replaceable mechanical / shotgun / explosive breachable doors;
5. Balconies and exterior stairways: and
6. Courtyards large enough to support vehicle and dismounted ops.
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Aviation Training

Aviation Training ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs)
Training Areas with
Unrestricted Airspace to
Accommodate UAV
Training

PTC has applied for a Certificate of Authorization (CoA) to
conduct UAV training and R&D operations, in conjunction with
NC State University and Virginia Tech. Virginia Tech was recently
granted UAV Test Center Status by the FAA, one of six Test Center
sites nationwide.

Helicopters:

Helicopters /
Fixed Wing
Training Areas with
Unrestricted Airspace to
Accommodate Training
Exercises Using
Helicopters and Fixed
Wing. PTC has Multiple
Fixed and Rotary Wing
Assets Available for
Training Scenarios.

PTC has several training areas within unrestricted airspace to
accommodate training exercises using helicopters. These include
multiple FAA approved Landing Zones (LZ) and several Drop
Zones (DZ) to accommodate helicopter operations. The LZ can
accommodate small and medium-sized helicopters, including H-60
Blackhawks, Mi-17s, H-1 Hueys, and other platforms available.
Fixed Wing:
PTC is 13 miles from Grant County Airport, which supplies Jet-A fuel,
and has a 5000’ runway to support remote airfield operations as
part of a training exercises with Caravans, CASA212, P-12’s, and other
platforms available.
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Contact us

What Sets Us Apart /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
National Capital Region Location
Within 2 Hours of DC

750-Acre Training Complex
State Department & DoD Certified

Unrestricted Training Environment
Shoot, Drive, Fly 24x7x365

Special Forces Instructor Cadre
Army, Navy, Marines

Scenario-Based Training Specialists
	Ground, Aviation & Intel Integrated
Exercises

Contact Info ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
John Nicholson, Col. USMC (Retired)
VP Operations

John.nicholson@pantheratraining.com
Office: 304-406‐7441 x103

Bill White, US Navy SEAL
Program Manager
Bill.White@pantheratraining.com
Cell: 304-582-4941

www.PantheraTraining.com
2506 Fish Pond Rd. Old Fields, WV 26845

